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Introduction to the toolkit
Facilitators’
note
To deliver every activity in
this toolkit would take more
than a full week – and it is
very unlikely that you will
have this much time for
your training or workshop.
As such, ‘Facilitators’ Notes’
such as this one have been
inserted throughout the
toolkit to guide you on
which activities complement
each-other or overlap. We
welcome any feedback you
may have to improve these
notes, which can be sent to
contact@idpc.net.

Introduction to the toolkit
The West Africa drug policy training toolkit has been developed by the International Drug
Policy Consortium (IDPC) to build the capacity of civil society organisations in the region
and to help them engage with, and influence, drug policy making processes.
This toolkit allows IDPC and a wide range of organisations to deliver trainings and
workshops on drug policy advocacy to their civil society partners and members. It covers
the areas of drug policy, civil society advocacy, harm reduction, crime and security, and
drug treatment and prevention. The Toolkit is intended as a comprehensive menu of
activities and content – from which a facilitator can pick and choose the ones which best
suit the context, audience and timeframe.
The West Africa drug policy training toolkit is based on a global drug policy training
toolkit1 that was launched by IDPC and EHRN in 2013. It was funded by the Open Society
Foundations and USAID2, via the Kofi Annan Foundation2, as part of a project to maximise
the impact and reach of the report and recommendations of the West Africa Commission
on Drugs.3

About IDPC
The International Drug Policy Consortium (IDPC) is a global network of civil society
organisations that come together to promote objective and open debate on drug policy
issues. Its vision is that national and international drug policies are grounded in the
principles of human rights and security, social inclusion, public health, development and
civil society engagement.

For more information, visit http://idpc.net/
Drug Policy Training Toolkit - Facilitation guide - IDPC
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Why was this Toolkit developed?
Over the years, IDPC has received numerous requests to deliver trainings in countries
around the world – often from local civil society partners with acute skills building needs
in terms of advocacy and policy reform. This Toolkit was therefore developed to build the
capacity of civil society organisations to better engage with, and influence, the policy
making processes of national governments and regional and international agencies.
At the same time, West Africa has increasingly become a hub in the global drugs trade –
particularly for the trans-shipment of narcotics from Latin America through West Africa
to Europe and North America, although local production and consumption also continue
to be significant concerns. These developments pose serious threats to good governance,
peace and stability, economic growth and public health in West Africa, a region that has
only recently emerged from decades of violent conflict. As attention turns to drug control
policies in the region, and how these may be improved, there is an important role to be
played by civil society in advocating for more balanced, effective and humane responses
to drugs in the region.
1.
2.
3.

http://idpc.net/publications/2013/06/training-toolkit-on-drug-policy-advocacy
http://www.usaid.gov/
http://idpc.net/policy-advocacy/special-projects/west-africa-advocacy/disseminating-therecommendations-of-the-west-africa-commission-on-drugs

The Toolkit is the result of several years of work – building on drug policy advocacy trainings
organised around the world. It fills an identified gap for a global training resource that
focuses specifically on advocacy for drug policy reform.
The intention is to create an open access resource that can be used by facilitators and
partners around the world – independently from IDPC, although we will also be using the
toolkit for our own activities in the coming years.

How is this toolkit structured?
This toolkit is composed of six independent modules:
Module 1: The drug control system
Module 2: Balanced and effective drug policy - what needs to change?
Module 3: Effective drug prevention and treatment
Module 4: Harm reduction advocacy
Module 5: Best practice in tackling drugs, security and organised crime
Module 6: Civil society engagement in drug policy advocacy

Each of module contains:
Sessions, numbered in each module,
either depicted as ‘Presentations’ or
as ‘Activities’ so that the facilitator
knows what type of session he/she
will be facilitating.

The aim and learning
objectives of the module

A short introduction

We have suggested how much time
the facilitator can allocate to each
session, although this is flexible and
will depend on time available for the
overall training.

Throughout the training
materials, the facilitator
will also find ‘Facilitators’
notes’ which are intended
to help the facilitator with
the overall flow of the
training materials and to
decide which sessions
are more important than
others in case of time
constraints.

Module 6 also wincludes text boxes entitled
‘Shorter version if you have less time’, which
offer shorter alternatives to existing exercises
in case of time constraints

For the ‘Presentation’ sessions: after the
instructions, the facilitator will find a box entitled
‘Information to cover in this presentation’.
The amount of information to be covered by
the facilitator during the actual presentation
depends on time constraints and level of
knowledge of the participants.

Each module ends with ‘Handouts’ to distribute to the participants. These illustrate a certain
topic with specific examples, or provide additional information on a specific issue. The facilitator
can pick and choose which handouts they want to distribute to feed into the discussions. It is also
up to the facilitator to decide when they prefer to distribute the handouts – at the beginning,
during the training, or at the end.

Drug Policy Training Toolkit - Facilitation guide - IDPC

Each session starts with the
description of its aims, followed by
detailed instructions on the flow of
the presentation/activity.
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How can this toolkit be used?
Because most trainings are just for a day or two – and some may only be for a few hours
- the toolkit has been developed to allow facilitators to ‘pick and choose’ which modules,
presentations, activities and handouts are the most relevant to their audience. This is
particularly relevant for Module 6, which offers a wide range of exercises. The sample
agendas below provide an idea of how this might work in practice:

Sample 1:
When you have
one day

9.00 – 9:15

Registration, coffee/tea, welcome, introductions, and objectives for the day

9.15 – 10.15

MODULE 1: THE CURRENT DRUG CONTROL SYSTEM
Activity 1.2: overview of dominant international drug control approaches
Presentation 1.6: West Africa has a drug problem

10.15 – 11.00

MODULE 2: EFFECTIVE DRUG POLICY: WHAT NEEDS TO CHANGE?
Activity 2.2: the tree of balanced good drug policy

11.00 – 12.00

MODULE 3: EFFECTIVE DRUG PREVENTION AND TREATMENT
Presentation 3.2: Objectives of drug prevention
Presentation 3.5: The effectiveness and appropriateness of prevention
interventions
Activity 3.6: The availability of drug dependence treatment in West Africa
Presentation 3.8: Minimum quality standards for drug dependence treatment

12.00 - 13.00

MODULE 4: HARM REDUCTION ADVOCACY
Activity 4.1: Defining harm reduction interventions
Presentation 4.3: Harm reduction in West Africa
Presentation 4.5: Roadblocks to harm reduction

13.00 – 14.00

Lunch

14.00 – 15.00

MODULE 5: BEST PRACTICE IN TACKLING DRUGS, SECURITY AND ORGANISED
CRIME
Presentation 5.1: Setting the scene
Activity 5.3: Corruption case studies

Drug Policy Training Toolkit - Facilitation guide - IDPC
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15.00 – 15.30

Break

15.30 – 16.45

MODULE 6: CIVIL SOCIETY ENGAGEMENT IN DRUG POLICY ADVOCACY
Activity 6.1: what is drug policy advocacy?
Activity 6.11: Creating an action plan

16.45 – 17.00

Discussion, questions anzd reflections on the training

Sample 2 :
When you have
two days

9.00 – 9.15

Registration, coffee/tea, welcome, introductions, and objectives for the day

9.15 – 11.15

MODULE 1: THE CURRENT DRUG CONTROL SYSTEM
Presentation merging 1.3 and 1.4: overview international drug policy and UN drug control
architecture

Day 1

Activity 1.5: impacts and consequences of dominant drug control approaches
Activity 1.6: film on international drug policy
11.15 – 12.00

MODULE 2: EFFECTIVE DRUG POLICY: WHAT NEEDS TO CHANGE?
Activity 2.2: the tree of balanced good drug policy
Presentation 2.3: principles to guide effective drug policy

12:00 – 13:00

Lunch

13.00 – 15.00

MODULE 3: EFFECTIVE DRUG PREVENTION AND TREATMENT
Presentation 3.2: Objectives of drug prevention
Presentation 3.5: The effectiveness and appropriateness of prevention interventions
Activity 3.6: The availability of drug dependence treatment in West Africa
Presentation 3.8: Minimum quality standards for drug dependence treatment

15.00 – 15.30

Break

15.30 – 17.30

MODULE 4: HARM REDUCTION ADVOCACY
Activity 4.1: defining harm reduction interventions
Activity 4.3: harm reduction in West Africa
Activity 4.5: road blocks to harm reduction
END OF DAY 1

9.00 – 9.15

Recap on previous day and discussion

9.15 – 11.15

MODULE 5: BEST PRACTICE IN TACKLING DRUGS, SECURITY AND ORGANISED
CRIME
Presentation 5.1: Setting the scene

Day 2

Activity 5.3: Corruption case studies

Presentation 5.7: Modernising drug law enforcement
11:15-13:0

MODULE 6: CIVIL SOCIETY ENGAGEMENT IN DRUG POLICY ADVOCACY
Activity merging 6.1 and 6.2: what is drug policy advocacy and what are its
objectives?
Activity 6.3: the importance of planning drug policy advocacy
Activity 6.5: selecting the issue or problem you want to address
Presentation 6.10: identifying resources to address the selected advocacy issues

13.00 – 14.00

Lunch

14.00 – 15.30

MODULE 6 (continued)
Interactive presentation 6.11: Creating an action plan

15.30 – 16.00

Break

16.00 – 17.00

Activity 6.13: Lobbying exercise

17.00 – 17.30

Discussion, questions and reflection on the training
END OF DAY 2
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Prior to the training …
The facilitators should:
1.

Develop the goals and objectives of the training and clearly communicate these to the
participants prior to the workshop.

2.

Determine participants’ level of understanding of drug policy in order to adapt the
training to their level of knowledge. This can be done with a short questionnaire sent
to the participants prior to the training. When working in groups (which will often be
the case in many of the activities presented in the toolkit), it can be useful to divide the
participants into groups that contain both the experienced and the beginners to the
field of drug policy. A sample questionnaire is available in Annex 5 of the Appendices.

3.

Ensure he/she understands any specific local practices or customs with regards to
trainings (i.e. the need to open or close with prayers in certain cultures, length of lunch
breaks, start and end of day, etc.), and any other culturally specific needs that the
participants may have.

4.

Gather as much data and background information as possible from the country or
region where the training is to be delivered, including:
• Current and historic patterns of drug use, including recent increases in
the supply/demand of certain substances or changes in the routes of
administration
• Relevant ratified UN conventions – e.g. relating to drug control and human
rights
• Relevant national and regional drug strategies
• Policy response to drug use – measures adopted and funding allocated in the
areas of criminal justice, treatment and prevention
• Rationale and impact of current policies – regarding drug supply and demand,
health-related indicators, etc. at the local/national level
• Different policy options (if any) currently under discussion - e.g. recent
proposals by government and / or any expressed desire for change
• Upcoming opportunities for engagement with policy makers – e.g.
forthcoming international meetings at which government and / or NGOs will
be representeds
This information can be gathered by issuing a questionnaire to the participants in
advance of the training, and/or from some of the following online sources:

Drug Policy Training Toolkit - Facilitation guide - IDPC
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• http://idpc.net/
• http://www.wacommissionondrugs.org/
• http://www.ihra.net/global-state-of-harm-reduction
• http://data.worldbank.org/
• http://www.unaids.org/en/dataanalysis/datatools/aidsinfo/
• http://idpc.net/policy-advocacy/regional-work/sub-saharan-africa
• http://kofiannanfoundation.org/
5.

Ensure that all the materials and information are ready prior to the training in terms of:
• Flow of the sessions and good understanding of the presentations and
activities planned, and an understanding of everyone’s role during the training
(particularly relevant when there are several facilitators)
• Preliminary research by the facilitator(s), which is necessary for some of the
activities (this is indicated in facilitators’ notes)
• PowerPoint slides and other visuals
• Printed copies of the handouts to be distributed to the participants

6.

Assess the language skills of the participants. This Toolkit is available in English and
French. However, if the participants’ level of English or French is not good enough,
the facilitator may choose to arrange for interpretation in another language (if so,
plan for extra time if you choose to do consecutive interpretation, and make sure
that the facilitator(s) speak slowly if you choose to do simultaneous interpretation).
In addition, a follow-up questionnaire should be sent to the participants after the
training to provide a ‘post’ assessment of knowledge to be compared with the
initial questionnaire, as a way to measure changes in knowledge from the training.

If you are delivering the training in another language, you will also need to allocate a large
amount of time (and often money as well) for translating the text, slides and hand-outs in
advance. If you plan to have translators in the session itself, please allow extra time for each
activity.
Thorough preparation is vital for this type of training – so please do not underestimate
the time that this takes!

After the training…

At the end of the training, it is useful for the facilitator to ask the participants to evaluate
the workshop quality and usefulness. A template evaluation form is available in Annex 7
of the Appendices of training materials. This form can be distributed to the participants at
the end of the training to give them time to fill it in and to return it to the facilitator at the
end of the training.
Experience has also shown that participants appreciate receiving a certificate of attendance
at the training. A template of such a certificate is available in the Annex 8 of the Appencices
of the training materials. The certificates can either be prepared in advance and distributed
at the end of the workshop, or can be sent afterwards to the participants by email.

Who should be involved in the facilitation of the training?

It is always useful to keep a record of the discussions and outputs created during the
training by taking pictures. This can easily be done if there are two facilitators at the training.
However, should the facilitators wish to do so, they will first need to get the authorisation
of the participants. For the purposes of IDPC’s and EHRN’s work, we would be grateful if
the facilitators could send us some pictures of the trainings they have conducted based on
these materials, at contact@idpc.net.

Training materials checklist
You will need to go through each activity to check which materials (e.g. flip charts, handouts,
slides, etc.) are needed. These will likely include:
•

Computer with PowerPoint

•

Projector and screen (or blank wall)

•

Flipchart stand(s) and paper (it is useful, if possible, to have one flipchart stand per
group)

•

Coloured marker pens

•

Wall tack or tape (to fix flipcharts to the walls)

•

Large rectangular post-it notes in different colours

•

Printed copies of relevant hand-outs

•

Microphones (depending on the number of participants)
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Ideally, a minimum of two facilitators should be involved in delivering the training activities
from this toolkit. They should both be present throughout the training itself, as the modules
are linked to each other. It is advisable that at least one trainer has some experience in
using participatory methods. At least one trainer should be familiar with drug policy issues.
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Energisers / ice-breakers
Some facilitators like to open a training session with ‘energiser’ activities – also known as
‘ice-breakers’. These can prove useful to help participants to relax, and to allow everyone to
get to know each other. They can also give participants greater enthusiasm for the training.
For a range of ‘energiser’ ideas, please read the International HIV/AIDS Alliance publication:
100 ways to energise groups (http://www.aidsalliance.org/publicationsdetails.aspx?id=146).
At the very least, facilitators should allow time for a round of introduction for all participants.

Sample ‘energiser’:
Aim
•
•
•
•

For participants to introduce themselves to each other
To compare expectations and fears about the workshop with the training objectives.
To clarify the workshop agenda and methodologies.
To agree on ground rules for the training.

Methodology
•
Presentation
•
Introductory ice breaker
•
Pair-work
•
Group work
Time required
•
Up to 1 hour
Materials needed
•
Flip chart or PowerPoint slide with the workshop aims and objectives
•
Flip chart or PowerPoint slide outlining the workshop agenda
•
Post-it notes – 2 different colours
•
Blank flip chart sheets
•
Marker pens
•
Photocopies of :
•
Agenda
•
Registration sheet
•
Drug Policy Training Toolkit - Facilitation guide - IDPC
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Workshop aims and objectives

Preparation
•
•
•

Prepare either a flipchart or a PowerPoint slide of the workshop programme
Prepare either a flipchart or a PowerPoint slide of the workshop aims and objectives
Prepare 2 flipcharts – one titled ‘expectations’ and one titled ‘concerns’

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Activity: Find your pair

º 40 min

1.

Welcome participants and introduce the workshop.

2.

Address any housekeeping and logistical matters.

3.

Provide each participant with one of the ‘Find your pair’ icebreaker cards (see: Annex
1), and ask then to walk around the room and find the person who is holding their
‘partner’ card (i.e. the person with ‘Day’ must find the person with ‘Night’).

4.

Ask each person to introduce themselves to their partner by:
•

stating their name,

•

the organisation they are from, and

•

giving one example of something they enjoy doing outside of work.

5.

Give 1 coloured post-it note to each participant and ask them to write one expectation
about the workshop. Ask participants to stick these notes on pre-prepared flip charts
placed on one of the walls in the room. One of the facilitators needs to quickly sort
these into similar themes.

6.

Present the training aims and objectives – either on a pre-prepared flip chart or on a
PowerPoint slide. Compare these to participants’ expectations and concerns and state
how each will be addressed within the limits of the workshop.

7.

Present the workshop agenda, explain the methodology that will be used and address
any questions.

8.

Spend five minutes brainstorming and agreeing on some basic ground rules or ways
of working together during the training (e.g. listening to others without interrupting,
etc.) and note these on flip chart paper to be stuck to the wall for the duration of the
workshop.
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In plenary, ask each pair to present their partner to the rest of the group.
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Notes:
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